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With the success of our FTC program, Fremont High Robotics
wanted to continue expanding STEAM to our students.

As a result, in 2020, our third FTC team, Team 18223 “The
Emberbots”, was founded. Every one of their 12 members were
all rookies to robotics, but under the guidance of their Team
Captain and adult mentors, they were ready to start the season
off strong.

Team History & Structure

To ensure that the team runs smoothly and efficiently, the Emberbots are split into 4 main focuses for
members: mechanical, software, design, and business and marketing (BaM). The technical teams
prototype, construct, & test the robot together. The non-technical BaM members aid with the necessary
competition documents and organize outreach events for the team. Our team captain, who has been
elected by both students and adult mentors for their experience and leadership skills, trains and guides the
entire team to give each member of the Emberbots the best learning experience.
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Team Goals 
BaM (Business & Marketing): Reach wider audiences through our outreach events, guide the team to create
a well-developed engineering notebook, & take better quality pictures & videos for media purposes

Mechanical & Design: Use OnShape to CAD all prototypes & final mechanisms, use the Design Process and
constantly iterate mechanisms until they work most efficiently, & finish building robot a week prior to
competition to provide time for drivers to become comfortable controlling the robot 

Software: Create code that can be easily read, earn 30+ points in the Autonomous period of the
game, incorporate duck detection using the camera

Mission Statement 
Our mission is to inspire youth to become the nation’s next STEAM leaders. We create a safe and supportive
environment for students to develop their skills. Through hands-on experiences, lectures, demonstrations,
and much more, the Emberbots enable students of all socioeconomic backgrounds to develop engineering,
technology, and business skills that inspire innovation.

However, as a rookie team during the COVID-19
season, learning the skills for mechanical or
software over weekly online meetings served as a
challenge, collaborating in the safety of their homes. 

Returning for the 2021 season, the Emberbots are
stepping up in training and effort to make up for a
lost competition year!



Lamia Deepak 

Mentor Dynamic
One of the Core Values of the Emberbots is “Be
Courageous”, and our mentors embody that.
They encourage us to be smart and thoughtful in
all aspects of robotics. They encourage us to be
persistent and resourceful to reach our goals, no
matter what challenges we face. When we
struggle, they help us back on our feet so we can
try again. Our mentors show us the courage in
giving our all and working past all obstacles.

Our Mentors

Lamia has been an FTC mentor in Fremont
High's Robotics Organization for 4 years & works

in Hardware and Software at Keysight
Technologies as a Test Development Engineer. 

Deepak is a new FTC mentor who joined the
Emberbots last season and is a Software

Architect that works at Cadence Design Systems
in the Printed Circuit Board division.

Learning
Our mentors have taught us the importance of
persistence. They consistently add to our ideas
& give us inspiration when we are faced with
challenges. One way was when they showed us
that we could use a different part for the
chassis to decrease the height of our robot and
create space for other mechanisms. Our
mentors have also taught us to work hard. It is
easy to give up, but our mentors constantly
encourage us to work towards our goals,
succeed or not.

Recruitment
Our newest mentor, Deepak Patil,
joined last season when his son,
Shaunak, showed interest in FTC.
He enjoyed coaching FLL for 4
years and wanted to explore other
FIRST programs. He chose to
mentor the 18223 Emberbots
because he found value in guiding
rookie robotics members. 
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 We not Me
"We not Me" explores the concept of putting
our team first rather than our own specific
ideas. We respect others and their other
ideas. Rather than arguing for our ideas and
ONLY our ideas, we consider others' ideas
and how they could better effect the team.

Debate & Collaborate
While figuring out the best options for our
team and our robot, we make sure to
include everyone's opinions and debate
ideas. To build the "perfect" robot, all of
the team member's ideas should be
incorporated into the entire process. To
do this, we collaborate and build on each
other's ideas to create a better robot.

Deliver Results
To deliver results, out team works out
mistakes together. Individually, we own up to
our mistakes and learn from them to deliver
better results. We support each other's
mistakes and errors and do our best while
facing other obstacles.

Act With Integrity
We act with integrity by being direct and
professional with judges. Having integrity
means doing what is best for the team
even when it doesn't seem like an easy
step forward at times. We keep these
values in mind while working with other
people.

Being courageous means accepting
failures with the intention to learn from
them. We act with courage by taking
thoughtful and smart risks. While
working, we remind ourselves of these
five core values consistently to elevate
our team dynamic. 

Be Courageous

Our Core Values

SUCCESS IN THE 
PURSUIT OF

 EXCELLENCE

WE NOT ME

ACT WITH
INTEGRITY

BE
COURAGEOUS

DELIVER
RESULTS

DEBATE &
COLLABORATE
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Visit the "Gracious Professionalism
& Coopertition" section in our
engineering notebook to learn more
about what our team thinks of
FIRST's Core Values! 



Robot Design Process
By watching previous FTC game videos and

referencing other online resources, we gather
as a group to share our thoughts for the

game & come up with questions.

Strategize

We then design and brainstorm our ideas
using OnShape CAD software in order to

visualize how our mechanism would be built
and used.

Brainstorm
& Design

Next, we build the individual parts of our
robot, and program what to make the parts
do based on the strategies we decided and

using the game controller.

Prototype

We first test our individual parts separately
from the rest of the robot, then we attach
them to the main robot and test them all
together, making sure everything works

simultaneously and won't interfere with one
another.

Test

Additional features are added and we fix
issues such as loose pieces or ineffective

pieces of code. We improve upon our initial
mechanisms by making them faster and

more efficient without interfering with the
robot.

Iterate 

Continue prototyping until it works efficiently

 The Emberbots strive to iterate mechanisms until they follow our Engineering
Principles: Simplicity, Reliability, Robustness, & Usability (which can be found on

the Engineering Principles page of our engineering notebook).

until completion 
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Mechanism Evolution

We tied zip ties to two gecko wheels
which would spin and as a result, the

freight would be pulled in. This
mechanism worked with the boxes
and was reliable but very weak. To

add on, the intake was attached to a
servo speed motor.

We removed the surgical tubes (our
2nd prototype), since they were
unreliable and kept falling off.

Instead, we cut up the wheel so it
would have more grip than before.

Originally, we decided that we
wanted our chassis to be as
wide as possible, in order to

easily fit all our mechanisms to
the drivetrain. We initially

constructed our chassis to be
18 x 18 inches. 

We ended up making our robot
13 inches wide to fit into the
gap of the storage area since
our robot was not built to go

over the barriers. 

Via Design ProcessIntake

Chassis
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Mechanism Evolution

For the carousel task, we
attached a gecko wheel to a

servo wheel which would turn the
carousel. However, the wheel was

too small, meaning that the risk
of misalignment was higher.

Because the reliability of the first
prototype was an issue, we added
another gecko wheel on the same

axle to increase the area of
contact.

We needed another
mechanism to deliver the

freight after building the intake.
We made a tray powered by a
servo and put it together with

cardboard & paper.

The initial tray was too big and
interfered with the other

mechanisms, so we made it
smaller, used metal parts for

stability, and used a cut
tupperware box to hold the freight.

Prototype #1

Final Carousel

Via Design Process

Freight Dropping Mechanism

Carousel
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          The Emberbots' design team uses OnShape's CAD software to brainstorm
and prototype mechanisms. CAD helps us understand what parts are required

for the robot which saves us a lot of time. Our CAD models allow us to visualize
our ideas for the robot to maximize efficiency during the building phase. Using
CAD before physically building our mechanisms has helped us prevent major

issues. For example, by using CAD, we were able to determine when 2 brackets
would not line up with each other and when certain mechanisms would be too
large to fit onto our robot. To view our entire robot progress via CAD, visit the

CAD through Onshape page in our engineering notebook. 
 

CAD Design

Intake 

Carousel

Freight Dropping
Mechanism

Elevator System

Drivetrain
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Mechanism Information

The intake mechanism of our robot is simple. It’s
composed of a hex motor, axle, and a 96 mm
diameter gecko wheel. We cut up the wheel so it has
rubber flaps to increase the probability of freight
coming in contact. Currently, our intake is large
enough to take in the boxes of any weight but is too
small for the cargo (spheres). However, our intake
has a 99% success rate in taking the cubed freight,
which makes our design reliable & consistent as
mentioned in our team's Engineering Principles.  

Intake 

Drivetrain

Carousel 

The Emberbots used a mecanum drivetrain because we wanted our robot to be able to
strafe in all directions (forward, backward, left, & right) to save time that would have
been spent on turning the robot if we used another drivetrain. Additionally, we cut down
the width of the chassis to be 13” in order for our robot to easily access the freight,
which was a more consistent strategy than going over the barrier for us as our robot is
low & would get stuck. We coded the drivetrain by making functions that would have
the robot move in specific directions in order to easily tell the robot where to go.
 

Our design for the Carousel was to use a wheel controlled by
a servo that we attached to our robot's chassis. The parts
that used include a speed servo, two 72mm gecko wheels, 2
axles (one Go Bilda and one Hex), 2 1309 series sonic hubs, 2
motor mounts, an axle connector, and a 4-in channel. The
carousel task was completed fairly fast with the super speed
servo but could be done faster with a motor instead.
However, a motor would cause more problems than it would
fix as we would have to worry about spinning the carousel too
fast, making our idea of using a servo for the Carousel most
appealing.
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Mechanism Information

The freight dropping mechanism is made of a
specially modified plastic container, grid plates, and
a torque servo. The plastic container holds the
freight and the servo spins the container to drop the
freight. The grid plates were used to connect the
servo and the container to get the exact height we
needed. It can hold both types of freight but is
specifically designed for the boxes. According to our
trials,we would estimate the accuracy to be around
75%, as sometimes the angle of servo and the height
of the elevator cause the container to hit the
shipping hub.

Elevator System  

Freight Dropping Mechanism 

The Elevator System’s purpose is to lift the Freight
Dropping Mechanism above the different levels of the
shipping hub to drop the freight. The elevator works
the best with the top level of the shipping hub but can
be used for the other levels too. The elevator is
controlled by a 435 rpm motor. We chose this elevator
for its speed, height, and multiple ways to attach the
dropping mechanism onto it.

Lessons Learned from Design Process 
The Design Process has helped us save time, increase efficiency, & prevent major
mechanical errors while we built our robot. For instance, designing our prototypes
using CAD before physically building them has helped us determine when brackets
are misaligned and have helped us find perfect locations for our mechanisms on
our drivetrain to get optimum results for our team. Constantly iterating
mechanisms have taught us that our work can always be improved and that the
design process has no set end date. To learn more about the Emberbots' valuable
lessons learned, visit the Key Takeaways section in the engineering notebook. 
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Freight Dropping Prototype #1
Intake Prototype #2

Elevator 
10/21 - 10/28 

 

Final Freight Dropping
Mechanism 

Final Intake added to robot 
Dropping Mechanism attached to

elevator 
11/11 - 11/13 

 

Training (09/16 - 09/30): 
Created a push-bot and used last
year's game of Ultimate Goal to
practice the process of building

& iterating a robot. Software
referenced Game Manual 0,

design used Onshape Tutorials
for cadding, and mechanical

focused on prototyping. 

Chassis 
Carousel Prototype #1 

Intake Prototype #1
10/02 -10/09

Final Carousel
10/16

Working Color Sensor 
Successful Duck Detection 

Robot moves carousel & parks in
warehouse autonomously 

10/28 - 11/04

TeleOp Code Completed 
Elevator added to Robot

11/06
 

Lowered Intake 
Auton Testing Completed
Completed Robot on CAD

11/13 - 11/18
 
 
 

Construction Timeline
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Using a servo is very slow; however, since we had to use
the motors for more important parts of the robot, we
decided to use a servo for the carousel. After the duck
drops from the carousel, we will go back to place the
freight on the shipping hub. Based on the duck
detection’s result from earlier, we will place the freight
on the corresponding level. We then do the last part of
our Autonomous plan: going to the warehouse.

During the Autonomous period, we want to score a total of 36 points, and we plan on doing
so by delivering a duck (10 pts), putting the freight completely on the shipping hub (6 pts),
and parking completely in the Warehouse (10 pts). The goal is to get an additional 10 points
by using a camera with precoded ‘duck detection’ to place the freight on the right level.

 During the first part of Autonomous, we use ‘duck
detection’ to sense the duck’s position in relation to the
barcodes. We will get a position: “left”, “middle”, or “right”
based on where the duck is. We will then deliver the
duck. We use a distance sensor to check if we are close
enough to the wall where our carousel mechanism is
touching the carousel. We then use a servo to turn the
carousel to drop the duck.

Autonomous 

This is our goal for one of our
Autonomous positions. We

want to achieve all the same
goals in our other autonomous

codes. The purple line
represents the path of the

robot, and the transparent part
represents the detection.

Game Strategy

Our team agreed on going through the 13.5-inch gap on the side because we have to limit
the weight of our robot and make the tire larger to be able to consistently go over the barrier.
We also found that our robot sometimes got stuck going over the barrier so it would be
better if we went around the barrier to park completely in the warehouse.
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Shared Shipping hub unbalanced towards our side
Completely parked inside Warehouse

Our goal for EndGame is to achieve...

Our team decided that making the Shared Shipping hub unbalanced towards our
alliance’s color is more important than balancing our alliance's shipping hub because we
get more points for tipping over the shared shipping hub in our direction. Continuously
scoring in Level-3 on our alliance’s shipping only gives us 6 points with a long journey as
well as a time-consuming elevator extension period. Scoring in the shared shipping is a
relevantly shorter distance and the elevator doesn’t have to extend as far. 

Pick up freight (intake mechanism) - button
Activate the Elevator - button
Drop freight (claw) - button
Move around - joystick

Our goal for Teleop is to score the maximum number of points efficiently. We are using
OnBot Java to code for the robot. Our goal for software is to create a working robot that is
able to place freight on at least one level and intake freight. Our team realized that getting
the robot to work with freight is the most important because freight is the most common
kind of input, so we would never run out of freight to pick up during the game. 

Our Teleop Code has different buttons to...

We decided to use the joystick for the robot so that our robot has the ability to travel in all
directions. This lets us easily access all parts of the field. Our robot gets stuck if it goes over
the barrier, so using the joystick allows our robot to be versatile and robust at moving
around the field, letting us waste minimal time driving around, and spend more time intaking
freight, and dropping it off. 

Teleop 

EndGame 
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Game Strategy



Outreach

Continuing our STEM Scouts program that started in
2020, we introduced robotics to two Scout troops:
Troop 466 and 2466. These troops consist of both
boy and girl scouts between grades 7th through
12th from around the local Sunnyvale area.

FHS Robotics Emberbots x Scout Troops 466 & 2466

Nov 16th 2021
7:30p - 8:30p

FHS Robotics Emberbots x Girls Who Code 
The Emberbots have another outreach event
scheduled to take place in December,
targeting the Girls Who Code club at
Fremont High School. The Emberbots find it
important to address the gender gap in
STEM & robotics, & we believe that an
outreach event with such a club will inspire
more girls at our high school to tryout and
get recruited onto our team for the
following season. 

STEM Workshop at FLL Qualifier Tournament

The Emberbots were able to inspire young minds in
FLL to continue their robotics journey into FTC or
FRC. We virtually presented our robot to students,
providing them with exposure to software, mechanical, and design
through interactive activities at their tournament. 

Attendees
60

During our event, we elaborated on our positive experiences in FTC & exposed attendees to the
design process. We even held a CAD workshop at the event, where all the troop members signed up
for OnShape and designed their own mini-robots from scratch. Additionally, we allowed troop
members to take turns driving our robot, which brought many smiles to their faces & inspired them
to consider joining robotics in the future. 

Jan 23rd 2021
10:00a - 12:00p Attendees

48
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Logo on website

Name on T-shirt

Logo on banner

Name/logo on robot

Registration as a
minor sponsor

Registration as a
major sponsor

SPONSOR
BENEFITS

BRONZE
LEVEL
$250

SILVER
LEVEL
$500

GOLD
LEVEL
$1000

PLATINUM
LEVEL
$3501

The Emberbots rely on community support through corporate grants, fundraisers, and private donations to
cover various expenses, including tools and tool upgrades, safety equipment, marketing supplies, robot
materials, and much more. Whether it is from a large company or a family, we graciously accept any
amount of funding to ensure our members learn robotics as students, and even after high school, they
continue to pursue various STEAM careers. We make it our responsibility to show our sponsor appreciation
by displaying their names as part of our team at competition.

Sponsors 

Sustainaibility Plan  
The Emberbots believe that sustainable recruitment and an organized
expansion plan will ensure that our team maintains & improves its
successes in the future. In order to keep our momentum in knowledge,
veteran members constantly pass down experiences & lessons learned to
returning and rookie members throughout the year. Additionally,
embracing our Core Values has given students the encouragement to
make their own decisions and run our team successfully. In order to
maintain & increase outreach activities, the Emberbots make use of every
opportunity handed to them & continue to expand their network every
season.

The training plan that ensures sustainability every year in our technical subteams:

For mechanical & design, students use OnShape’s design course to gain a basic understanding of the CAD
used throughout the season, while returning students further increase their skills and expand into new
depths. Additionally, we use the previous season’s game to practice using the design process prior to
kickoff. With the help of mentors and the Team Captain, all students, regardless of experience, are able to
gain exposure to their subteam prior to the build season. 

Students who choose to specialize in software complete a basic code.org Express Course, which
introduces members to the basic block coding that taps into similar fundamentals that software uses
during the season. Additionally, software members are encouraged to review the contents
of Game Manual 0 for more information on programming in FTC.

Team Plan
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We would like to express our sincerest gratitude to
judges, mentors, and parent volunteers for making this
FTC season a positive experience for the Emberbots. 

FTC #18223 EMBERBOTS 

Also made using CAD! 
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